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‼ Nigel Farage & TeamTrump 
 
#Brexit2016Elex Thread 2 
 
Nigel Farage has done more than any politician in a
generation to yank British politics to the hard, nationalist
right.  
 
He is one of the most dangerous demagogues Britain has
ever seen. 

Opinion | Nigel Farage Is the Most Dangerous Man in Britain
He’s the most effective demagogue in a generation. Now he sets the agenda.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/28/opinion/nigel-farage-brexit.html

Today 6/4/19 Farage slips into US ambassador’s house for secret meeting with

Donald Trump 

Nigel Farage snapped going into Winfield House to meet US President …
NIGEL Farage slipped into the US ambassador’s house for a secret meeting with
President Donald Trump this afternoon. The Brexit Party leader was seen in the
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back of a car going into Winfield …

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/9222193/nigel-farage-meeting-us-president-donald-tru…

📌Today 6/4/19: Farage suggests cutting the British government out of trade

negations and said will establish a delegation of industrialists & establish trade talks

directly with Trump Administration 

 

#AWFDY? #MobMove 

Christopher Hope
@christopherhope

NEW @Nigel_Farage, the Brexit Party leaded, is planning to 
open his own trade talks directly with White House staff. 
 
After meeting Mr Trump in London he was “left with the 
impression that we are behind the curve” in preparation for post-
Brexit trade talks, he tells @LBC
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Big Picture: 

 

The goal of the perpetrators of Brexit/2016Election is to destabilize Britain, US, EU,

NATO, FVEYs to weaken Western Liberal Democracy & benefit the far right

Transnational organized Criminals. #Mob  

 

It is all about money and power.  

 

#Chaos

‼ Next step: effect a ‘Trade deal’ deregulate & privatize everything. 

 

TOC aim to broker a trade deal between the US & other foreign entities, which

involves not only goods & services, but British & US government entities as well & in

so doing, enrich themselves immeasurably.
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Today: Farage, Johnson, Trump “Trade Deal” 

#AWFDY?  

Jennie Bujold 
@JennieBujold

Why should we respect @realDonaldTrump? Brilliant takedown 
by @OwenJones84 #TrumpUKVisit #TrumpNotWelcome

13.1K 2:23 PM - Jun 3, 2019
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‼ Brexit Thread One 
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Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

The Brexit Referendum & the 2016 Trump Campaign are 
intertwined— the same co-conspirators are involved in both.  
 
Brexit (Leave.eu) was a test run for the Trump 2016 presidential 
campaign.  
 
This thread will illustrate the big picture. Trump = medium sized 
fish.
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‼ Nigel Farage‼  

 

Farage is the Gordon Gekko of British politics.  

 

It’s striking, to those who care to look, just how much his agenda is about class

interest:  

Opinion | Nigel Farage Is the Most Dangerous Man in Britain
He’s the most effective demagogue in a generation. Now he sets the agenda.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/28/opinion/nigel-farage-brexit.html

📌Farage opposes extended maternity leave, raising the minimum wage and reducing

the retirement age — anything that inconveniences his nouveau riche confederates.  

Opinion | Nigel Farage Is the Most Dangerous Man in Britain
He’s the most effective demagogue in a generation. Now he sets the agenda.
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https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/28/opinion/nigel-farage-brexit.html

📌If Farage had his way, many of his supporters would be working harder, longer, for

less money, with less protection. That, indeed, is his Brexit dream: Singapore on the

Thames. 

Opinion | Nigel Farage Is the Most Dangerous Man in Britain
He’s the most effective demagogue in a generation. Now he sets the agenda.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/28/opinion/nigel-farage-brexit.html

‼ Justice is Coming‼  

 

Mueller’s interest in Farage comes amid questions in the UK about whether Russia

attempted to influence the June 2016 vote to leave the European Union, and Brexit’s

most vocal political supporters. 

Mueller seeking more details on Nigel Farage, key Russia inquiry targe…
Exclusive: Jerome Corsi, who says he expects to be criminally charged, tells
Guardian, ‘They asked about Nigel. I can affirm that they did’

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/nov/13/nigel-farage-mueller-russia-investi…

‼ Nexus Farage & Assange/Wikileaks & Trump 

 

In 3/17 Farage visited J-Ass revealed: a political nexus between WikiLeaks’ ideology,

Ukip’s ideology & Trump’s ideology that is not necessarily just an affinity. It is also,

potentially, a channel of comms. 
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When Nigel Farage met Julian Assange
Why did Ukip’s ex-leader want to slip in unnoticed to meet the WikiLeaks chief at
the Ecuadorian embassy?

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2017/apr/23/when-nigel-farage-met-julian-assange

Nigel Farage allegedly held several secret meetings with Julian Assange and gave him

a USB stick with data on it, a US congressional enquiry has heard. 

Nigel Farage gave Julian Assange data on USB stick, US congressiona…
Nigel Farage allegedly held several secret meetings with Julian Assange and gave
him a USB stick with data on it, a US congressional enquiry has heard.

https://www.france24.com/en/20180120-usa-uk-nigel-farage-julian-assange-secret-me…

Former UKIP leader Nigel Farage is alleged to have made several undisclosed trips to

the Ecuadorian embassy in London to visit WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange. 

Nigel Farage gave Julian Assange data on USB stick, US congressiona…
Nigel Farage allegedly held several secret meetings with Julian Assange and gave
him a USB stick with data on it, a US congressional enquiry has heard.

https://www.france24.com/en/20180120-usa-uk-nigel-farage-julian-assange-secret-me…

📌Nigel Farage is facing an investigation by European parliament authorities over

claims that he failed to declare nearly half a million pounds in gifts from an insurance

tycoon under investigation by the National Crime Agency. 
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Nigel Farage facing investigation by EU authorities over lavish gifts fro…
Nigel Farage is facing an investigation by European parliament authorities over
claims that he failed to declare nearly half a million pounds in gifts from an
insurance tycoon under investigation by …

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/nigel-farage-arron-banks-eu-authoritie…

‼ Justice is Coming‼  

 

Today 6/4/19  

 

📌EU gives Nigel Farage 24 hours to explain Arron Banks funds 

 

📌European parliament summons Brexit party leader over failure to declare

expenses 

EU gives Nigel Farage 24 hours to explain Arron Banks funds
European parliament summons Brexit party leader over failure to declare expenses

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2019/jun/04/eu-gives-nigel-farage-24-hours-to-ex…

‼ CounterIntel Investigation‼  

 

📌2017: Nigel Farage is a “person of interest” in the US counter-intelligence

investigation that is looking into possible collusion between the Kremlin and Donald

Trump’s presidential campaign. 

Nigel Farage is 'person of interest' in FBI investigation into Trump and …
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g g p g p
Exclusive: FBI interested in former Ukip leader’s ties with people connected to US
president and WikiLeaks’ Julian Assange

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2017/jun/01/nigel-farage-is-person-of-interest-in-f…

📌”One of the things the intel investigators have been looking at is points of contact

and persons involved,” 

 

📌”If you triangulate Russia, WikiLeaks, Assange & Trump associates the person who

comes up with the most hits is Nigel Farage 

Nigel Farage is 'person of interest' in FBI investigation into Trump and …
Exclusive: FBI interested in former Ukip leader’s ties with people connected to US
president and WikiLeaks’ Julian Assange

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2017/jun/01/nigel-farage-is-person-of-interest-in-f…

“He’s right in the middle of these relationships. 

 

📌In particular, Farage’s links with Roger Stone, Trump’s long-time political adviser

who has admitted being in contact with Guccifer 2.0, a hacker whom US intel

agencies believe to be a Kremlin agent 

Nigel Farage is 'person of interest' in FBI investigation into Trump and …
Exclusive: FBI interested in former Ukip leader’s ties with people connected to US
president and WikiLeaks’ Julian Assange

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2017/jun/01/nigel-farage-is-person-of-interest-in-f…

📌Farage called Putin the leader he most admired, in a 2014 interview.  

 

📌Ukip also has history with Assange: Gerard Batten, a Ukip member of the

European parliament (MEP), defended the Wikileaks founder in a speech in the

European parliament in 2011. 
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Nigel Farage is 'person of interest' in FBI investigation into Trump and …
Exclusive: FBI interested in former Ukip leader’s ties with people connected to US
president and WikiLeaks’ Julian Assange

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2017/jun/01/nigel-farage-is-person-of-interest-in-f…

📌Farage has praised Vladimir Putin as a strong leader and has appeared several

times on RT, Russia’s English-language propaganda channel.  

 

📌Farage has declined to say how much money RT paid him.  

Nigel Farage is 'person of interest' in FBI investigation into Trump and …
Exclusive: FBI interested in former Ukip leader’s ties with people connected to US
president and WikiLeaks’ Julian Assange

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2017/jun/01/nigel-farage-is-person-of-interest-in-f…

‼ Farage �TrumpCampaign�GOP�RNC 

 

📌Farage attended the 2016 Republican national convention in Cleveland, Ohio,

when Trump became the party’s nominee. 

Brexit mastermind Nigel Farage is in Cleveland to attend the Republica…
“I think there are a lot of Republican strategists who are looking very closely at
[Brexit] and how we did it.”
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https://qz.com/736087/brexit-mastermind-nigel-farage-is-in-cleveland-to-attend-the-rep…

‼ Brexit was the roadmap to 2016 Trump campaign  

 

📌Nigel Farage preaches Brexit gospel in Cleveland 

 

📌”I think there are a lot of Republican strategists who are looking very closely at

what we did and how we did it,” Farage said. 

. 

Nigel Farage preaches Brexit gospel in Cleveland
‘All I can do is to come and tell my story,’ Farage said.

https://www.politico.eu/article/nigel-farage-preaches-brexit-gospel-in-cleveland/

📌Several other Euroskeptic (anti-EU) leaders attended the event in Cleveland,

including British MEP Syed Kamall, leader of the European Conservatives and

Reformists group, along with 13 other members of the party; 

Brexit mastermind Nigel Farage is in Cleveland to attend the Republica…
“I think there are a lot of Republican strategists who are looking very closely at
[Brexit] and how we did it.”

https://qz.com/736087/brexit-mastermind-nigel-farage-is-in-cleveland-to-attend-the-rep…

📌Another attendee was Dutch white supremacist Geert Wilders, founder of the far-

right, anti-immigrant Dutch Party for Freedom. 
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Brexit mastermind Nigel Farage is in Cleveland to attend the Republica…
“I think there are a lot of Republican strategists who are looking very closely at
[Brexit] and how we did it.”

https://qz.com/736087/brexit-mastermind-nigel-farage-is-in-cleveland-to-attend-the-rep…

‼ Background:  

 

📌Farage’s relationships with people close to TeamTrump began years earlier.  

 

📌Farage first met Steve Bannon, Trump’s strategist and former campaign chief

executive, in the summer of 2012.  

Nigel Farage is 'person of interest' in FBI investigation into Trump and …
Exclusive: FBI interested in former Ukip leader’s ties with people connected to US
president and WikiLeaks’ Julian Assange

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2017/jun/01/nigel-farage-is-person-of-interest-in-f…

📌In 2012, Bannon was interested in rightwing movements in Europe, invited the

then Ukip leader to spend a few days in New York and Washington. 

Nigel Farage on the Story Behind His Friendship with Trump
Sam Knight on the British politician Nigel Farage, who is riding a wave of good
fortune with the success of Brexit and the triumph of Donald Trump.

https://www.newyorker.com/culture/persons-of-interest/nigel-farage-on-the-story-behin…

Farage �Bannon�Breitbart �Mercer�Cambridge Analytica �FaceBook�NRA

�GOP 
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Karol Cummins
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Farage Bannon Breitbart Mercer Cambridge 
Analytica FaceBook NRA 
 
In 2014, Breitbart News, of which Bannon was executive chair, 
opened an office in London. A top editor, Raheem Kassam, later 
went on to work as Farage’s chief of 
staff.theguardian.com/politics/2017/…
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Nigel Farage is 'person of interest' in FBI investigation into Tru…

Exclusive: FBI interested in former Ukip leader’s ties with people
connected to US president and WikiLeaks’ Julian Assange
theguardian.com

📌According to an account by the Ukip donor Arron Banks, Farage first met Trump

at a campaign stop in Mississippi in August, where he spoke at a Trump campaign

event. 

How Donald Trump and Nigel Farage met in Mississippi
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) — The political world did a bit of a headspin in August when
Donald Trump used a Jackson rally to ally himself with British Brexit proponent
Nigel Farage. Now a book, The Bad Boys…

https://www.apnews.com/8a2cfb983cea44d2aefe08f49e115501

📌In Mississippi, Farage was introduced to among others, to the staff of the then

senator Jeff Sessions. Speaking of his longtime admiration for Bannon, Farage told

the New Yorker last year: “I have got a very, very high regard for that man’s brain.” 

https://www.irishtimes.com/news/world/us/nigel-farage-person-of-interest-in-us-

investigation-of-russia-links-1.3104194?mode=amp

‼ June 24, 2016: 
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Farage thanked Bannon during an interview for Breitbart News’s coverage of the

leave campaign. Bannon, in turn, congratulated Farage on his victory, saying he had

led an extraordinary “David v Goliath” campaign. 

Nigel Farage is 'person of interest' in FBI investigation into Trump and …
Exclusive: FBI interested in former Ukip leader’s ties with people connected to US
president and WikiLeaks’ Julian Assange

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2017/jun/01/nigel-farage-is-person-of-interest-in-f…

‼ #Scot24 ‘Sedition’ Meeting 

 

June 24, 2016 

 

📌The Kremlin is clearly pleased with the success of Leave. eu / Brexit Referendum &

looks forward to the 2016 Trump Campaign.  

 

📌The Trump campaign goes into overdrive filling their coffers spectacularly:
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#Scot24 
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#Scot24 ‘Sedition’ Meeting 
 
On June 24, 2016, Trump arrives to Scotland. He had at that 
time had just clinched, the Republican presidential nomination. 
 

What Trump didn’t have was campaign organization and his 
coffers were dry.nytimes.com/2016/06/21/us/…
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37 people are talking about this

Donald Trump Starts Summer Push With Crippling Money Deficit
Mr. Trump began June with $1.3 million in campaign cash, trailing
Hillary Clinton by more than $41 million, the biggest disadvantage for
nytimes.com

‼ Farage & Roger Stone 

 

📌Farage’s ties to Stone are also under scrutiny, it is understood. Stone has
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frequently publicised his relationship with Assange and described him on Twitter as

“my hero”.  

 

Nigel Farage is 'person of interest' in FBI investigation into Trump and …
Exclusive: FBI interested in former Ukip leader’s ties with people connected to US
president and WikiLeaks’ Julian Assange

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2017/jun/01/nigel-farage-is-person-of-interest-in-f…

Stone publicly predicted the 2016 release of hacked emails from the Clinton

campaign that now lie at the heart of the federal inquiry.. 

Nigel Farage is 'person of interest' in FBI investigation into Trump and …
Exclusive: FBI interested in former Ukip leader’s ties with people connected to US
president and WikiLeaks’ Julian Assange

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2017/jun/01/nigel-farage-is-person-of-interest-in-f…

📌A few weeks before Farage met Trump in Mississippi (july 2016) Stone admitted

having a “mutual friend” who served as an intermediary between himself and

Assange.  

 

📌He also mentioned in a separate tweet that he had dinner with Farage.  
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Nigel Farage is 'person of interest' in FBI investigation into Trump and …
Exclusive: FBI interested in former Ukip leader’s ties with people connected to US
president and WikiLeaks’ Julian Assange

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2017/jun/01/nigel-farage-is-person-of-interest-in-f…

In late July 2016, the document shows, Stone emailed Corsi asking him to get in

touch with Julian Assange. Stone said he wanted Corsi to try to obtain emails the

group possessed about Clinton. 

Trump ally was tipped off about Clinton emails leak, Mueller believes
Legal papers show Roger Stone asked Jerome Corsi to contact Julian Assange in
July 2016

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/nov/28/trump-clinton-emails-robert-muelle…

📌The document says Corsi passed Stone’s request to an “overseas individual”, whom

Corsi identified as Ted Malloch, a London-based academic who has said he was also

questioned by Mueller. 

Trump ally was tipped off about Clinton emails leak, Mueller believes
Legal papers show Roger Stone asked Jerome Corsi to contact Julian Assange in
July 2016

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/nov/28/trump-clinton-emails-robert-muelle…

‼ Farage & Ted Malloch 

 

📌Ted Malloch, a London-based academic close to Farage, was allegedly passed a

request from a longtime Trump adviser to get advance copies of emails stolen from

Trump’s opponents by Russian hackers and later published by WikiLeaks. 
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Trump adviser sought WikiLeaks emails via Farage ally, Mueller docum…
Ted Malloch was allegedly passed request to get advanced copies of emails stolen
from Trump’s opponents by Russian hackers

https://amp.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/nov/28/ted-malloch-wikileaks-information-t…

‼ Brexit-2016Elex Nexus 

 

📌Malloch, 66, has been under scrutiny by Mueller for months, amid suggestions

that he may have served as an important nexus in 2016 between Trump’s White

House bid and the campaign to secure Britain’s exit from the EU. 

Trump adviser sought WikiLeaks emails via Farage ally, Mueller docum…
Ted Malloch was allegedly passed request to get advanced copies of emails stolen
from Trump’s opponents by Russian hackers

https://amp.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/nov/28/ted-malloch-wikileaks-information-t…

‼ Justice is Coming‼  

 

FBI questions Ted Malloch, Trump campaign figure and Farage ally 

 

American once touted as possible ambassador to EU tells of being detained at Boston

airport and subpoenaed by Robert Mueller’s Trump-Russia inquiry 

FBI questions Ted Malloch, Trump campaign figure and Farage ally
American once touted as possible ambassador to EU tells of being detained at
Boston airport and subpoenaed by Robert Mueller’s Trump-Russia inquiry
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https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/mar/30/fbi-questions-ted-malloch-trump-c…

Malloch, who is American, told the BBC soon after Trump’s election win in November

2016: “I’ve had a lot of contact. I’ve been involved with the campaign for over a year

and a half.” He was in Washington for Trump’s inauguration. 

Trump adviser sought WikiLeaks emails via Farage ally, Mueller docum…
Ted Malloch was allegedly passed request to get advanced copies of emails stolen
from Trump’s opponents by Russian hackers

https://amp.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/nov/28/ted-malloch-wikileaks-information-t…

Malloch was close to Farage and other influential Brexit campaigners. Farage wrote

the afterword for a book by Malloch subtitled An Insider’s Look at the Trump Victory.

 

Malloch said of Farage: “The government should use him as a back channel to

Trump.” 

 

Trump adviser sought WikiLeaks emails via Farage ally, Mueller docum…
Ted Malloch was allegedly passed request to get advanced copies of emails stolen
from Trump’s opponents by Russian hackers

https://amp.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/nov/28/ted-malloch-wikileaks-information-t…

‼ Post 2016 Elex  

 

After 2016Elex, Farage was one of the first foreign politicians to meet & celebrate

with Trump, and had his picture taken with Trump in front of a golden elevator in

Trump Tower just days after the US election. 
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Nigel Farage is 'person of interest' in FBI investigation into Trump and …
Exclusive: FBI interested in former Ukip leader’s ties with people connected to US
president and WikiLeaks’ Julian Assange

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2017/jun/01/nigel-farage-is-person-of-interest-in-f…

In November 2016, Trump suggested in a tweet Farage should become the UK’s

ambassador to the US. 

Nigel Farage is 'person of interest' in FBI investigation into Trump and …
Exclusive: FBI interested in former Ukip leader’s ties with people connected to US
president and WikiLeaks’ Julian Assange

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2017/jun/01/nigel-farage-is-person-of-interest-in-f…

The pair met again in February 2017, when they had dinner together with Trump’s

daughter and adviser, Ivanka, and her husband and White House adviser, Jared

Kushner. (& FL Gov Rick Scott) 

Nigel Farage is 'person of interest' in FBI investigation into Trump and …
Exclusive: FBI interested in former Ukip leader’s ties with people connected to US
president and WikiLeaks’ Julian Assange

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2017/jun/01/nigel-farage-is-person-of-interest-in-f…

📌Farage initially denied having had any, Russian contacts, but then acknowledged

that he had met Alexander Yakovenko, the Russian ambassador to the UK, in 2013. 
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Nigel Farage is 'person of interest' in FBI investigation into Trump and …
Exclusive: FBI interested in former Ukip leader’s ties with people connected to US
president and WikiLeaks’ Julian Assange

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2017/jun/01/nigel-farage-is-person-of-interest-in-f…

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Replying to @karolcummins

“Yakovenko met Wigmore & Banks on 8/19/16, THE DAY 
BANNON BECAME TRUMP'S CAMPAIGN 

MGR”twitter.com/msmariat/statu…

WaterBluSky @MsMariaT
Replying to @MsMariaT

 "Yakovenko met Wigmore & Banks on 8/19/16, THE DAY 
BANNON BECAME TRUMP'S CAMPAIGN MGR. It was days before 
they travelled to MS w/Nigel Farage for a rally on 8/25/16 at which 
Trump intro'd him to the crowds as “Mr Brexit”. He said a Trump 
presidency would be “Brexit plus”. 

9 7:26 PM - May 31, 2019

See Karol Cummins's other Tweets

Hypocrisy much? 

 

6/27/16: Farage blasted PBO for weighing in on the British referendum to leave the

EU, negatively contrasting him with Russian leader Vladimir Putin. 

"Putin maintained his silence throughout the whole campaign.”🙄🙄🙄 

U.K.’s Nigel Farage: Obama behaved ‘disgracefully’ by campaigning a…
He called Russian leader Vladimir Putin more of a 'statesman' than Obama.

https://www.politico.com/story/2016/06/uks-nigel-farage-obama-behaved-disgracefully-…

Today 6/4/19 Trump urged Britain to forge ahead with plans to quit the EU, dangling
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the prospect of a “phenomenal” trade deal with the US as the British grapple with a

polarizing political crisis & view as naked opportunism.  

As Trump Dangles Post-Brexit Trade Deal, Some Britons See Opportun…
The prospect of a Britain overly dependent on the United States divided politicians
and added to the grievances of anti-Trump protesters in London.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/04/world/europe/brexit-trump-theresa-may.html

Make no mistake Farage, Trump, Johnson, Bannon, Mercer & Bolton & more intend

to subvert the British & the US governments to establish a ‘Trade Deal’ to line their

pockets & crush WLD to benefit Putin/TOC. 

 

#AWFDY? The good news is they will fail epically. Justice is coming.

0:00

Send in Nigel! Trump says Farage should JOIN Brexit negotiations  

🙄🙄🙄🙄 

Send in Nigel! President Trump says Farage should JOIN Brexit negoti…
DONALD TRUMP has sensationally claimed Brexit Party leader Nigel Farage
should join EU exit negotiations ahead of his state visit to the UK next week.

https://www express co uk/news/uk/1135108/Brexit-news-Nigel-Farage-EU-exit-negoti
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https://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/1135108/Brexit news Nigel Farage EU exit negoti…

📌Will Farage & Boris Johnson brokerage a trade deal with Trump? Chop up &

Privatize British HC services & much more? #FarageTrumpTradeDeal 

Jennie Bujold 
@JennieBujold

Why should we respect @realDonaldTrump? Brilliant takedown 
by @OwenJones84 #TrumpUKVisit #TrumpNotWelcome

13.1K 2:23 PM - Jun 3, 2019

6,289 people are talking about this

More bad news for Nigel:  

 

Marine Le Pen & Matteo Salvini reject Nigel Farage's Leadership in Far right Euro

Supergroup 

 

Marine Le Pen & Matteo Salvini reject Nigel Farage's Leadership in Eur…
Marine Le Pen & Matteo Salvini reject Nigel Farage's Leadership in Euro
Supergroup - EU Today

https://eutoday.net/news/politics/2019/marine-le-pen-matteo-salvini-reject-nigel-farage…

Enough for now. @threadreaderapp unroll please and thank you.  

 

#Farage 

#FarageTrumpTradeDeal
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